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When you're with Geronimo Stilton, it's always a fabumouse adventure! It was my birthday! I was out with my family and friends celebrating when I realized, someone had replaced all my money with phony bills. I couldn’t pay for my cheesecake! Could Hercule and I track down the prankster before it ruined my special day?
When you're with Geronimo Stilton, it's always a fabumouse adventure!
Selected by the mayor to give a special driving demonstration, Geronimo Stilton realizes his driver's license has expired and he must do everything he can to pass the test again, learn about a new robot car, and catch a thief.
When you're with Geronimo Stilton, it's always a fabumouse adventure! Mouse Island is having its first ever film festival! Everyone is waiting for Mousin Scorsese's new movie. But as soon as the lights go out, the movie goes missing! Can Geronimo catch the thief?
The Sticky Situation
Geronimo Stilton
The Chocolate Chase
Mouse in Space!
When Bruce Hyena and his cousin, Shorty Tao, enter Geronimo in the Karate World Championship, he has only one week to get into shape and learn karate.
Enter the world of Geronimo Stilton, where another funny adventure is always right around the corner. Each book is a fast-paced adventure with lively art and a unique format kids 7-10 will love.I was so excited about Christmas, I could squeak! My favorite nephew Benjamin was going to come over, and we were planning to trim the tree and eat lots of delicious holiday
Cheesy Chews. But before you could say "cat alert," disaster struck! I slipped over my tail and ended up in the hospital. And then my mouse hole caught on fire! Holey cheese, this was turning out to be the worst Christmas ever....
Samuel S. Stingysnout invites the entire Stilton mouse family to the creepy, faraway Penny Pincher Castle for a big surprise--but one little Stilton mouse hates surprises. When he learns his friends Thea, Trap, and Benjamin are going, he can't say no--but this is going to be one super-spooky trip! 128 pp.
New Mouse City was having its first film festival. Famouse directors around the world had submitted their very best movies for a chance at the big prize. But at the screening, Mousen Scorsese's film goes missing. Who could have stolen it and why?
The Missing Movie
Happy Birthday, Geronimo! (Geronimo Stilton #74)
Valentine's Day Disaster
The 10 Book Collection (Series 4)

Each Geronimo Stilton book is fast-paced, with lively full-color art and a unique format kids 7-10 will love. I, Geronimo Stilton, was selected by the mayor to give a special driving demonstration, but my drivers' license had expired! I had only a week to relearn everything to pass the test for a new one. Little did I know that my lessons would introduce me to a talking robot
car! It was up to us to stop a thief and make the roads safer for everyone.
While on vacation at the Bay of Whales with Petunia Pretty Paws, Geronimo Stilton comes across a great white whale that needs his help.
When he and his friends discover a huge clam containing a giant and extremely rare pearl, Geronimo Stilton writes an article about the finding in the Rodent's Gazette and attracts the attention of would-be pearl thieves. Original.
Geronimo Stilton meets outer space in this cosmically fun spin-off series! Meet Geronimo Stiltonix: He is a spacemouse -- the Geronimo Stilton of a parallel universe! He is captain of the spaceship MouseStar 1. While flying through the cosmos he visits distant planets and meets crazy aliens. His adventures are out of this world! YOU'RE MINE, CAPTAIN! The
MouseStar 1 is contacted by strange aliens whose ship has broken down! Geronimo Stiltonix is happy to help them out, and even accompanies them to their home planet Flurkon. But during his visit, the alien queen becomes enchanted by Geronimo -- and wants to marry him! Will he be forced to stay on Flurkon forever?
The Super Chef Contest
Save the White Whale!
The Karate Mouse
Merry Christmas, Geronimo! (Geronimo Stilton #12)
Each Geronimo Stilton book is fast-paced, with lively full-color art and a unique format kids 7-10 will love. Rancid rat hairs! I'd been spending so much money lately, I had none left in the bank! Even worse, when my grandfather found out, he sent me off to Moldy Manor. There, miserly Uncle Stingysnout would give me a
crash course in saving. Yikes! Could I learn to be less wasteful without turning totally stingy?
My family and I, Geronimo Stilton, were invited to Lisbon, Portugal, to retrace the journey of the great explorer Vasco da Gama. He was the first European to reach India by sea -- and was apparently an ancestor of the Stiltons! But once we got on the boat, I learned that someone was trying to sabotage the voyage. Could I
figure out who?
For use in schools and libraries only. Each Geronimo Stilton book is fast-paced, with lively full-color art and a unique format kids 7-10 will love. My cousin Trap was entering the Super Chef Contest, which determines the best cook on Mouse Island--and he was bringing me along as an assistant! Slimy Swiss cheese, I don't
know the first thing about cooking fancy dishes... and I didn't think Trap did, either. What an appetizing adventure!
Geronimo and Trap decide to start making organic honey with the help of some beekeepers. When the honey is ready, they face up against the evil Madam No.
The Phantom of the Subway
The Mysterious Cheese Thief
Geronimo Stilton #55: the Golden Statue Plot
The Cheese Experiment
After a terrible day at the office, Geronimo's nephew Benjamin convinces him to stand in line outside the new Crooked Whiskers Shopping Centre to get one of the free hi-fi headphone sets being given to every customer. Once Geronimo and Benjamin put on their headphones, they can't stop singing and dancing-and buying everything they can get their paws on! Something strange is going on-will Geronimo figure it out before it's too
late?
Geronimo investigates the rumors of a secret hidden in Mouse City's most famous painting, the Mona Mousa, and follows a trail of clues which lead below the streets of New Mouse City.
For use in schools and libraries only. When an evil professor begins threatening New Mouse City with terrible inventions, Geronimo Stilton is enlisted by local authorities to embark on a top-secret mission to outer space to thwart a nefarious plot.
Geronimo's adventurous sister, Thea, narrates this fabulous adventure that's packed with action, mystery, and friendship!During a marine biology lesson at Mouseford Academy, the Thea Sisters learn about a mysterious shipwreck off Whale Island. According to legend, a very rare diamond called Jasmine's Heart was on the ship when it sank. When biology teacher Professor Van Kraken disappears, the Thea Sisters have to dive into the
deep ocean to find him and the jewel. And just when they think their adventures are over, the Thea Sisters receive an invitation to travel to China to find another missing treasure. It's an adventure these five world-traveling mice will never forget!
Flight of the Red Bandit
The Haunted Castle
The Hawaiian Heist (Geronimo Stilton #72)
The Stinky Cheese Vacation

I have never been a brave mouse... but lately, my fears were taking over my life! Soon I was too afraid even to leave my mousehole. That's when Thea and Trap decided to cure me. They dragged me away on an airplane (I’m afraid of flying!) all the way to the jungle. There I was forced to eat bug soup, climb trees as high as skyscrapers, swim in raging rivers, and even wrangle snakes! How
would a ’fraidy mouse like me ever survive?
When Stilton cheese begins disappearing during Geronimo's trip to England, he decides to track down the thief.
One hot summer afternoon, I was trying to write, but I just couldn't get inspired. I needed a break! Who would've thought that soon I'd be in Arizona, hanging from cliffs and white-water rafting? Grandfather Shortpaws had sent me on a hunt for his old friend -- the Red Bandit. What a fabumouse adventure!
When he hears reports of a ghost haunting New Mouse City's subway tunnels, Geronimo sets out to investigate the story.
Geronimo Stilton Spacemice #2: You're Mine, Captain!
The Super Scam
The Enormouse Pearl Heist
Time Warp (Geronimo Stilton Journey Through Time #7)
"My cousin Trap was entering the Super Chef Contest, which determines the best cook on Mouse Island--and he was bringing me along as an assistant. Slimy Swiss cheese, I don't know the first thing about cooking fancy dishes--and I didn't think Trap did, either"--Page 4 of cover.
A thrilling quest through the past with Geronimo Stilton and his friends.
Geronimo Stilton, editor of "The Rodent's Gazette," hates Halloween, but Thea has decided to publish a book about the spooky holiday, and his nephew's excitement leaves Geronimo no choice but to participate.
Hello mouse friends! Join me, Geronimo Stilton, in solving this whisker-licking-good mystery. Find clues with me as you read. Together we'll be supersneaky investigators!
The Sticky Situation (Geronimo Stilton #75)
Thea Stilton and the Ghost of the Shipwreck
Thea Stilton and the Mystery on the Orient Express
Geronimo Stilton #54: Get Into Gear, Stilton!
I’m off to Egypt! I climbed onboard a crabby old camel that would take me across the desert to the Great Cheese Pyramid. There, among mummies and hieroglyphics, I would learn the secret of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient Mouse World....
There is a special exhibition of priceless jeweled Mousebergé eggs in town. When one of the Mousebergé eggs is stolen, it is up to Geronimo to find it.
Geronimo Stilton has taken the world by storm! Funny and adventurous stories with colourful, engaging text design from the UK publishers who brought you Diary of a Wimpy Kid. Perfect for both avid and reluctant readers of 5+Red Pizzas for a Blue Count Geronimo's cousin is stuck in
Transratania, the land of vampire bats! His sister Thea drags Geronimo along on a rescue mission, but he might be more of a hindrance than a help. After all, he knows that a vampire bat would love to sink its fangs into a tender mouse like him! *Over 75 million copies sold* *Also available in
audio* Geronimo Stilton is the publisher of The Rodent's Gazette, Mouse Island's most famouse newspaper. In his spare time, Mr. Stilton enjoys collecting antique cheese rinds, playing golf, and telling stories to his nephew Benjamin. He lives in New Mouse City, Mouse Island.
I, Geronimo Stilton, was finishing up work one evening when I opened a letter from Uncle Stingysnout. He needed to see me immediately! I headed straight to Penny Pincher Castle for what I thought would be a nice visit ... but my uncle put me straight to work. Moldy mozzarella, what a terrible
vacation!
56
The Cat Gang
It's Halloween, You 'fraidy Mouse!
Four Mice Deep in the Jungle
When you're with Geronimo Stilton, it's always a fabumouse adventure! The bees were buzzing on the Stilton family farm this summer! Trap and I were learning how to make out own honey to enter the Sweet Taste of Mouse Island contest. But the competition was fierce and someone was trying to ruin
our harvest. Can we figure out who before the situation gets stickier?
When a band of cat pirates descends on New Mouse City with the intention of stealing the Statue of Liberty, which they think is made entirely of gold, Geronimo Stilton and his friend resolve to protect the city's precious symbol. Original.
* Over 140 million copies sold worldwide * Good for reluctant readers due to illustrative typeset * Educational edge as books contain facts about various places * Activity packs available to accompany certain titles* More fun and games online at www.geronimostilton.com/UK
Geronimo's adventurous sister Thea narrates this fabulous adventure that's packed with action, mystery, and friendship! The Thea Sisters are boarding the famouse Orient Express for a journey from Paris to Istanbul! The train is on a special trip to return a precious wedding dress stolen years
ago from an Istanbul museum. But there's a rumor that the mysterious Acrobat Thief will steal the dress from the moving train! The Thea Sisters are determined to foil this super-sneaky mouse's plans.
Red Pizzas for a Blue Count
Welcome to Moldy Manor (Geronimo Stilton #59)
Get Into Gear, Stilton!
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